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Hampton University Recognized in Many Prestigious College Ranking Lists
Hampton University continues to be recognized by well-respected publications across the
world including U.S. News & World Report,
Princeton Review, MONEY Magazine and
many others.
“It is because of our faculty and staff that
consistently help Hampton University achieve
these notable distinctions. Clearly, any objective analysis will show that our institution
is one of the best modest-sized universities
in the country,” said Dr. William R. Harvey,
Hampton University President.
In the newest Princeton Review annual list of
the country’s best colleges, Hampton University has once again been named a “Best College”
in the 2021 Edition. The Princeton Review
also named Hampton as a Best Southeastern
college, and considered academically outstanding. The Princeton Review has been a trusted
resource for parents and students in choosing
the best college for over 25 years. The Best 384
Colleges rankings are based on ratings from
real students.
U.S. News & World Report has released its
2021 Best Colleges report and Hampton University was ranked as a top school in several
categories. As a historically black college and
university, the publication ranked Hampton
University in the top five. Hampton University
was also ranked as one of the Best National
Universities, one of the best undergraduate
computer science programs, best engineering programs, and a Top Performer in Social
Mobility. U.S. News & World Report provides
nearly 50 different types of numerical rankings

and lists to help students narrow their college
search.
Hampton University was once again named
one of the “Best Colleges” by MONEY Magazine – a longtime trusted leader in financial
preparedness. MONEY Magazine spends
months evaluating data on quality of education, affordability, and student outcomes to
come up with the Best Colleges rankings.
Hampton University has been identified by
Affordable Schools as having one of the best
affordable online bachelor’s in religious studies
degree programs in their recent ranking. The
ranking considered average cost of attendance,
student-to-faculty ratio, and graduation rate.
Intelligent.com awarded Hampton University
as top ranking status for multiple degree programs. Hampton University was recognized
for the Human Resources Certification Program, Counseling Degree Programs, Criminal
Justice Degree Programs, Doctorate Degree
Programs and Most Affordable Online Colleges. The student-focused comprehensive
research guide is based on an assessment of
1,604 accredited colleges and universities.
Each program is evaluated based on curriculum quality, graduation rate, reputation, and
post-graduate employment.
Hampton University has been identified as
having one of the top online doctorate in elementary education degree programs by College Values Online. The ranking considered
accreditation, cost of attendance, rankings,
and raw affordability. College Values Online’s
mission is to provide assistance in selecting

the best college for each individual situation
by offering rankings of schools and various
degree programs, in addition to information
on numerous career options from a value
perspective.
Affordable Schools Editor identified Hampton University as having one of the best
affordable online bachelor’s in religious studies
degree programs in their recent ranking. Affordable Schools’ mission is to help students
make smart, higher education choices.

Psych Degrees ranked Hampton University
as #2 most Affordable Master’s in Counseling in their latest ranking. Psych Degrees
understands that the projected job growth for
psychologists between 2014 and 2024 is 19%,
much faster than the average for all occupations. Graduating from Hampton’s degree
program can position students for a number of
financially rewarding career paths. Psych Degrees strives to provide clear, credible guidance
to help students find the best college for them.

Hampton University Awarded $17.7 Million Grant to Establish the
Virginia Workforce Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center
U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos
visited Hampton University on Friday,
September 25 to tour the campus, meet with
President William R. Harvey, Mayor Donnie
Tuck, and other area leaders, and to announce
the winners of The Reimagine Workforce
Preparation Grant Program.
“It is a distinct pleasure for me to be able to
welcome Secretary DeVos to this historic
campus. She has always been very accessible
and friendly to me. I’ve been to her office.
She’s been to campus, most recently with
Vice President Pence as we visited the proton
beam cancer treatment center,” Dr. Harvey
said. “I appreciate Secretary DeVos’ commitment to quality education, her commitment
to entrepreneurship, and her commitment to

workforce development. Our founder, General
Armstrong, said that his institution required
two things. One, a first-rate academic program. Today, that would be called workforce
development. Two, he said, the development of
character. He said that of the two, the development of character was the more important.
I want everybody to know, that as the 12th
president of Hampton University, I feel the
exact same way.”
Hampton University, in collaboration with the
Virginia Board of Workforce Development
and Old Dominion University, is a recipient of
part of The Reimagine Workforce Preparation
Grant, and will be awarded $17.7 million to
establish the Virginia Workforce Innovation
and Entrepreneurship Center (VWIEC).

“Hampton’s proposal is especially promising. It
will establish the exciting Virginia Workforce
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center, a
statewide small-business incubator, which will
facilitate opportunities for Virginia’s current
and aspiring entrepreneurs to help grow our
recovering economy. It will synthesize resources of two and four-year institutions, workforce
agencies and the knowledge and experience of
many folks on the ground. This program is for
all students of all ages, especially adult learners
seeking new knowledge and skills to grow their
own businesses. I’m excited to see how this
Center will expand Hampton’s influential role
in this community and throughout Virginia,”
DeVos said.
Continued on page 2
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Grant Awarded

Hampton University/AP-NORC Poll Shows Virginia
Voters Are More Optimistic About Their Community
and State Than the Country as a Whole

Funding for this grant program was made available through the Education Stabilization Fund of the
CARES Act, which was signed into law by President
Donald Trump. Applications for the grant were evaluated by a panel of independent peer reviewers, and the
highest-scoring applications received funding. Dr. Kermit
Crawford, Hampton University Avalon Endowed Professor, served as PI for this grant.
“This is such a distinguished honor and awesome
responsibility to establish the VWIEC. The last time I
used those words was on my appointment as the executive director of the Boston Marathon Bombing Victims
Resiliency Center, and I thought how much they were
similar in terms of working with victims. Then, of a
terrorist bombing, now of the pandemic. We have faith,
hope and courage and skill to be able to work with them
through their recovery in both cases. We are so thankful
for you, Secretary DeVos, honoring us in that way today.
We are more than ready to do this,” said Dr. Crawford.

Registered voters in Virginia have more positive views
of how things are going in their local community and
state than the country as a whole, according to a new
Hampton University/AP-NORC Poll. Only a quarter say
the country is headed in the right direction, but 65% feel
things are on the right track in their community and 48%
feel the same about their state.
Similarly, voters are more likely to see election security
and police violence as national problems than as state or
local problems.
The survey shows that Virginia could see a surge in voting by mail for the upcoming presidential election, as
32% plan to do so this year compared to just 5% who
report typically doing so in the past.
41% of Virginia voters trust a Trump administration
to handle the economy well compared 30% who say
the same about a Biden administration.

•

36% think a Biden would handle the coronavirus
outbreak well versus 28% who say so about a Trump
administration.

This higher education discretionary grant program is
designed to provide students the opportunity to develop
new skills, provide innovators and inventors the resources
to expand existing businesses, and encourage institutions
of higher education to foster business development and
innovation as America begins to recover from COVID19-related disruptions to education and the economy.
Other winners of the grant include Nevada, Alabama
and Michigan.

•

Overall, 47% view Joe Biden favorably and 37% view
Donald Trump favorably.

During her visit, Secretary DeVos also gave some wonderful remarks about Dr. Harvey’s visionary leadership
over the past 43 years as President.

“Most Virginians are pleased with how things are going
in their community, but few registered voters are happy
with the direction of the country on a variety of key
issues,” said Kelly Harvey Viney, Director of Hampton
University’s Center for Public Policy. “While partisanship
plays a role in how people feel about their communities
and state, it is particularly divisive when people think
about the country overall.”
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•

9% of Democrats say they typically vote by mail, but
45% say they plan on voting by mail in November.
Just 3% of Republicans say they typically vote by
mail, and 17% say they plan to in November.

•

More feel strongly that Biden has good judgment
compared to Trump (33% vs. 26%), while more say
Trump stands up for what he believes in (55% vs.
40%).

•

The clear driving force among Biden supporters is
opposition to Trump: 83% say that opposing Trump
is very or extremely important to their vote choice.

•

Mandatory reporting for lost or stolen guns (82%),
in-person classes to get a concealed carry permit
(82%), and required background checks on all gun
purchases (79%) enjoy high support, but fewer support a nationwide ban on AR-15s and similar automatic rifles (49%) or a law to support administrators
and school teachers to be armed at schools (45%).

•

While 60% support banning the Confederate flag
on government property, Virginia voters are more
evenly divided on removing Confederate statues
(46% favor and 42% oppose) and renaming public
places named after Confederate leaders (44% favor
and 43% oppose).

•

When thinking about whether or not to reopen K-12
schools for in-person instruction, parents of children
in grades K-12 express the most concern about the
effectiveness of virtual learning for K-8 students
(61%), children falling behind academically (59%),
and how working parents will handle child care
(59%).

As they look ahead to the election –
•

“This institution has such a great history of serving your
students in this community. Your commitment to your
students’ futures has only deepened in recent months.
Hampton’s storied roots and the history of the nation
in the African-American experience are remarkable.
You’re focused on expanding students’ horizons today
with a long-term view toward tomorrow,” DeVos said.
“Dr. Harvey may be the longest serving higher education
president in the country. I don’t know of another. That
is a really important legacy and his commitment to this
university and his continued focus on the visionary future
for the students here and the university itself is evidence.
It was fun to take a driving tour around the campus to
see the beautiful setting and the extent to which the
campus has grown and continues to have such an important role in this region.”

Other findings from the poll include:

Virginia voters support a host of policies aimed at reducing police violence, but few favor reducing funding for
law enforcement. The poll also highlights varying levels
of support on a range of prominent policy issues related
to gun control measures, removing confederate statues
and names from public places, and whether to re-open
schools amidst the coronavirus pandemic.

Among registered voters in Virginia, 53% are confident
that votes in their county will be counted accurately
compared to 42% who say the same about votes in Virginia and just 24% for the country overall.
Likewise, 54% say police violence against the public is a
serious problem at the national level compared to 24%
who say it is a problem in Virginia and just 15% who say
it is a problem in their community.
When asked about possible reforms, 93% favor requiring
body cameras for on-duty police officers and 83% favor
prosecuting police officers who use excessive force, but
only 23% favor reducing funding for law enforcement
agencies.

“The coronavirus appears to be dramatically changing
how Virginians plan to vote as nearly a third of the electorate expects to vote by mail when only a small percent
did so in the past,” said Trevor Tompson, director of The
AP-NORC Center. “There are strong partisan differences
as Democrats are more likely than Republicans to plan to
vote by mail. It is important the public, media, and politicians recognize the potential for such differences in vote
choice between mail and in-person voters when looking
at voting results on Election night.”
About the Study
The statewide, probability-based survey was conducted
between September 8-14, 2020 by Hampton University
and The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs
Research. Interviews were conducted online and via
telephone with 830 registered voters in Virginia. The
margin of sampling error is +/- 4.4 percentage points.
This survey was conducted with funding from Hampton
University.

IBM Chooses Hampton University to be Part of First Quantum Education and Research
Initiative for HBCUs and $100 Million Investment in Technology and Assets
Hampton University is part of IBM’s new
Quantum education and research initiative,
along with 12 other HBCUS, aimed at driving
a diverse and inclusive quantum workforce.
The IBM-HBCU Quantum Center will offer
access to its quantum computers, as well as
collaboration on academic, education and
community outreach programs.
“We extend our gratitude to IBM for their
investment, not only in Hampton University students, but in many other HBCUs
nationwide. Our students will have access to
a repository of resources including software,
guest lectures and Cloud technology, which
will expand opportunities to those who will
make an impact in the world of STEM. Our
inclusion in this Quantum Center validates
Hampton University’s commitment to being a
high-level research institution across the many
fields of STEM,” said Hampton University
President, Dr. William R. Harvey.
The IBM-HBCU Quantum Center is a
multi-year investment designed to prepare
and develop talent at HBCUs from all STEM
disciplines for the quantum future. It will
emphasize the power of community and focus
on developing students through support and
funding for research opportunities, curriculum
development, workforce advocacy, and special
projects.

“We believe that
in order to expand
opportunity for
diverse populations, we need
a diverse talent
pipeline of the
next generation
of tech leaders
from HBCUs.
Diversity and
inclusion is what
fuels innovation
and students from
HBCUs will be
positioned to
play a significant
part of what will
drive innovations
for the future
like quantum
computing, cloud
and artificial intelligence,” said Carla Grant
Pickens, Chief Global Diversity & Inclusion
Officer, IBM.
The 13 HBCUs intending to participate in the
Quantum Center were prioritized based on
their research and education focus in physics,
engineering, mathematics, computer science,
and other STEM fields.

“At Hampton
University, in
the School of
Engineering
and Technology,
we always strive
to be leaders in
innovation and
research, as well
as in preparing
our students, both
in and out of the
classroom, to be
successful in their
fields. With this
new partnership,
our faculty in
the Department
of Electrical
and Computer
Engineering have
already received
IBM training in quantum computing, cloud,
and cyber security over the summer. We are
pleased to be collaborating with IBM through
this new initiative,” said Dr. Joyce Shirazi, Dean of the School of Engineering and
Technology.
In addition, as part of the company’s continued efforts around diversity and inclusion,

IBM will make a $100 million investment in
technology, assets, resources and skills development through partnerships with additional
HBCUs through the IBM Skills Academy
Academic Initiative.
The IBM Skills Academy is a comprehensive, integrated program designed to create a
foundation of diverse and high demand skill
sets that directly correlate to what students
will need in the workplace. The learning tracks
address topics such as artificial intelligence,
cybersecurity, blockchain, design thinking and
quantum computing.
The response to combating systemic racism in
the US must be timely, strategic and more than
a statement of support. The response needs to
be tangible action. IBM’s investment in HBCUs is part of the company’s efforts around
social justice and racial equality by creating
equitable, innovative experiences for HBCU
students to acquire the necessary skills to unlock economic opportunity and prosperity.
For more information
about the IBM-HBCU
Quantum Center, read
HBCU Center Driving
Diversity and Inclusion in
Quantum Computing.

Hampton University Alumna, Whitney Bronson, Chosen for
Inaugural Black Future Creator Program with Beats by Dr. Dre
A Cincinnati, Ohio native, Whitney Bronson is a 2020 graduate of
the Hampton University Scripps Howard School of Journalism and
Communications, and now a member of the Inaugural Black Future
Creator Program with Beats by Dr. Dre.
“Hampton University continues to produce the best and the brightest
students. We look forward to the success of Ms. Bronson as a recent
Alum of our ‘Home by the Sea,’” said Hampton University President,
Dr. William R. Harvey.
In this program, Bronson is working to bring awareness to issues in
sports and HBCU athletics. “The inaugural program for creatives I’m
doing is with Beats by Dre and it’s for black creators, showing everybody what the future is going to look like in terms of black creators.
All of the creatives attend HBCUs and we’re all going to be putting
content out on Beats by Dre platforms. I am the sports editorial content creator and the only writer in the program out of 14 of us. I’m
really excited to showcase HBCUs,” Bronson said.

This inaugural program with Beats by Dr. Dre is a three-month, paid
program to dive into one of the biggest brands in the world, be mentored by leaders in the industry, and to express creativity with Beats
by Dr. Dre. As a dynamic group of creatives from HBCUs across the
nation, these students will be flooding Beats’ platforms with gripping
content about themselves, their communities and the state of Black
America.
“Never give up and always believe in yourself. Sometimes you have to
have confidence in yourself to believe you can do this,” Bronson said.

Along with the program, Bronson is also obtaining her Master’s
degree in Sports Management from the University of Georgia.
“I really wanted to learn more about the sports industry. I would like
to work for a professional sports organization in the office of communications or player development. Doing this program with Beats
will help with my goal of doing communications with a professional
sports team because you have to learn how to talk to professional
athletes. I hope to work with teams, whether the NBA, WNBA or
NFL. I want to work my way up to be an inspiration to other Black
girls,” Bronson said.
During her tenure at Hampton University, Bronson was a Rhoden
Fellow with ESPN’s The Undefeated, a community engagement and
communications intern with the National Park Service and an intern
for the Virginia Beach with Max Media/ESPN 94.1.
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The Hampton University Museum and Archives Receives
$249,898 Grant for the Project Titled, ‘Save America’s
Treasures: The Samuel Chapman Armstrong Letter Books’

The Hampton University Museum and
Archives has been awarded a $249,898
grant from the Institute of Museum and
Library Services (IMLS) to conserve
and digitize twelve Letter Books that
belonged to the founder of Hampton
University, General Samuel Chapman
Armstrong. The grant is part of IMLS’
Save America’s Treasures program, which
is designed to support the preservation of
nationally significant historic properties
and collections.

“Our founder, General Samuel Chapman
Armstrong, was an outstanding man of
vision and leadership and it is because of
the foundation laid by him that Hampton University has become the world
renowned institution that it is today,” said
Hampton University President, Dr. William R. Harvey. “This grant will preserve
the rich heritage of the books, which
contain handwritten correspondence from
our illustrious founder.”
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The Letter Books, which provide insight
into educational experiences of African
Americans and Native Americans during
Reconstruction and include Chapman’s
handwritten and typed correspondence
regarding the establishment of Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute (University), will be carefully packed and sent
to be removed from their binders, cleaned,
restored and rehoused in custom clamshell
housing.
The University Archives will receive digital files to be used by patrons, scholars and
students. Additionally, the grant will allow
the University Archives to hire a consultant to assist the Director of the Museum
and staff in updating a strategic plan
for digitization of the Archives collection. The Hampton University Museum
plans to utilize the grant for Museum
and Archives workshops, open to staff,
students, professors and patrons.
“We are so appreciative that ‘Save America’s Treasures’ recognized the importance
of General Samuel Chapman Armstrong’s
Letter Books and their significance to
African American and American Indian
education. These records are truly America’s treasures and should be conserved
and digitized for generations to study,”
said Dr. Vanessa Thaxton-Ward, Director
of the Hampton University Museum and
Archives.
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Hampton University Receives $2.3 Million Donation from Thermo Fisher Scientific to
Support COVID-19 Testing to Help Provide a Safe Return to Campus
Hampton University is among one of the
first HBCUs to receive COVID-19 testing
equipment from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.
The $2.3 million donation is part of Thermo
Fisher’s efforts to support HBCUs in the U.S.
to make COVID-19 testing available to all
students, faculty and staff when they return to
campus.
Through an initiative called “The Just Project,” named after pioneering biologist Ernest
Everett Just, Thermo Fisher is donating $2.3
million in diagnostic instruments, test kits and
related supplies, along with providing technical
assistance to establish or expand laboratories to
provide regular on-campus COVID-19 testing
throughout the 2020-21 school year.
“Hampton University is one of the first institutions that Thermo Fisher has donated $2.3
million in instruments and equipment that will
help our students, faculty and staff come back
to campus, safely. Thermo Fisher’s generosity will ensure that Hampton University can
provide a healthy environment for everyone
on campus during this global pandemic,” said
Hampton University President, Dr. William R.
Harvey.
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Hampton’s laboratories, along with a few
other HBCUs like Howard University and
Morehouse School of Medicine, will provide
COVID-19 testing for the entire campus
and will also test samples from other HBCUs
across the country. Hampton has committed to
using the donated
equipment solely to
offer COVID-19
testing to faculty,
staff and students at
no cost.
Fred Lowery, senior
vice president and
president, Life Sciences Solutions and
Laboratory Products
at Thermo Fisher
Scientific said, “The
pandemic has disproportionately affected the
Black community, and historically black colleges and universities have taken a leadership role
in making testing available in order to safely
reopen this fall. These schools play an important role in closing the achievement gap in
America and consistently train talented STEM
professionals who are invaluable to companies

like ours seeking to attract top talent and build
a more inclusive workplace.”
Lowery added, “Given the value we place on
recruiting diverse talent, we have also committed to hiring at least 500 students from these
institutions over the next three years.”
Since the pandemic hit, Thermo
Fisher has sought
to increase access
to COVID-19
tests. The company
has increased its
production of COVID-19 tests, instruments and supplies and has been
working closely
with public and private laboratories to scale up
national testing capacity, including mobilizing
testing facilities across more than 30 states. The
company currently has the capacity to produce
more than 10 million tests a week.
“The drastic increase in the number of coronavirus infections has put racial and ethnic

minority groups at increased risk of getting
sick and dying from COVID-19 (CDC, 2020).
The investment that Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Corporation has made by donating laboratory
equipment, reagents, consumables, and technical consultation is assisting Hampton University and several other HBCUs to keep our
campus constituent groups safe. We are grateful for the discernable commitment displayed
by Mr. Marc N. Casper, Chairman, President
and CEO of Thermo Fisher Scientific Corporation and his team. We are also thankful for
ELLKAY, LLC and CareEvolve (an ELLKAY
company) for their technical consultation,”
said Dr. Michelle Penn-Marshall, Hampton
University Vice President for Research, Associate Provost and Dean, Graduate College.
“Our University President of the past 43 years,
Dr. William R. Harvey, is Hampton’s visionary
leader who believes in the team approach. The
contributions of Drs. Luisel Ricks-Santi,
Simone Heyliger, Alissa Harrison, Princess
Lipscomb, and Mr. Timothy Carnes are helping Hampton to bring this important project
into fruition.”

